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10-15 Waste paer compactor baler NKW220BD

Special used in recycling and compressing the loose materials like plastic film, PET bottles, plastic pallets
waste paper cartons, card boards trims/scraps. etc

Feature of Semi-Automatic Balers With Closed Gate
1.Heavy duty close-gate design for more tighter bales
2.Hydraulic locked gate ensures more convenient operation
3.Unique double-cutting design of cutters improves the cutting efficiency and lengthens the lifespan of the
cutters
4.Particular anti-slide design of the machine makes nicer bales
5.Unique trunnion-mounted frame and ball-end joint design for the main cylinder avoid the torque on the
rod, which lengthens the lifespan of the seals
6.Adopt high quality hydraulic valve to ensure stable operation of the machine

Model NKW220BD
Hydraulic power 220Ton
Cylinder size Ø350
Bale size（W*H*L） 1100*1250*1700mm
Feed opening size（L*W） 12000*1100mm
Bale density 750-800Kg/m3
Capability 10-15T/hour
Bale line 7Line /Manual strapping
Power/ 45KW/60HP
Out-bale way Disposable bag out
Bale-wire 6#/8#*5 PCS
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Machine weight 28000KG

NickBaler horizontal baler can be divided into automatic and semi-automatic. The packing of semi-automatic horizontal
baler is manually packed. NickBaler also developed an automatic baling system, which means that the packing from this
part to the packing is completed by the machine.
We are supplier of hydraulic baler manufacturer in china ,can help our clients to solve the recycling and compression the
waste materials ,our machine are very popular ,also can help you saving your transport costs and jincrease your storage
place.The main production balers, hydraulic balers, paper balers, metal balers, scrap metal shears, metal balers, scrap
metal balers, horizontal waste paper balers, waste plastic balers, cotton packing Machine, chemical fiber strapping
machine, fiber strapping machine, straws straw strapping machine, metal crushing machine, four column hydraulic
machine, metal crusher, crumb cake machine, metal unpacking machine, gantry shears, metal unpacking machines and so
on dozens of varieties of hydraulic mechanical.
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